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Nir Harel presents a new series of digital works on Paper. 

 

The tool used by Harel is a 3D modeling software that simulates physical laws and the 

way they are received by our optical mechanism. Harel builds a world where the 

difference in the representation between the animate and the inanimate is vague. The 

shapes in the works are created by the software from a neutrally-defined, characterless 

material and are later developed into semi-sculptural beings. The gap between a piece of 

furniture and a figure depends on Harel's delicate positioning. Familiar past time scenes 

are defined, encompassed by a vast emptiness. In Harel's words, “it's like living in a 

house with no world around it." 

 

The scenes portrayed in the works are an attempt to give context or surroundings to 

something that has no form. Harel creates a dollhouse for shapes in which he examines 

them as almost human. The homelike environment created in the images helps in 

maintaining the tension between the familiar and the unknown. In this awkward realm, 

Harel blurs the definitions of figure and object. The end product resembles a familiar 

template of family portraits, in which day to day activities are depicted. In this way, Harel 

gives logical order to undefined objects. 

 

These new works are anchored around digital drawings from 2005. Early drawings that 

are the only source of Harel's work outside of the simulation software; these freeform 

drawings are restructured as tableware that has been 'passed down' to be used by 

Harel's family of forms. 

 

Harel builds a distinct model devoid of personal history. His interest lies not in 

constructing a menacing narrative – a logical outcome for scenes that are disconnected 

from a definite time and place – but in the search for tools that build impossible spaces, 

non-spaces that have open properties which leave infinite room for trial and error. 
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